Lost Alumni List for Student Senate  
(as of August 15, 2013)

Gregory T Armstrong '89     Denise R Matthews '93  
Joseph F Bartosik '99       Matthew B Maurer '02   
Samirah N Billips '07      Michael K McCourt '98  
Lori Ann Bradley '83       Jason C Miller '90     
Emily R Brennan '00         Shannon N Myers '02    
Dyan C Bryson '78          Raymond J Proska '02   
Michael J Donlan '01       Jennifer S Rigg-Brandt '93  
Richard A Dread '79        John R Rishar '88     
Jeanne E Ferullo '96       Jonathan C Rothermel '95 
Kenneth R Fry '90          Tracy A Sims '89     
Joan Pindar Gaylord '55    Kristin L Small '90    
Amy Lynn Gerace '92        Arthur M Strutzenberg '97
Michael D Gilchrist '98    Timothy J Sullivan '85  
Craig Golden '84           Mary P Turner '88     
Shayla C Gordon '06        Dan L Turner '82     
Jeremy A Haugh '95         Rodney Upsher '74     
Ronald A Hocutt '90        Srikant Varma '91    
Tawnya W Horton '99        Kimberly E Walma '89   
Elizabeth L Jeffries '02   Harold F White '93    
Terry A Jones '81          Lara M Williams '07  
Edwin F Kobeski '97        Mark W Wolf '88      
Dorothy T Koth '87         Peter C Yerger '92    
Lorena Carol Kroh '92      
Douglas P Lehman '87       
Bruce E Leininger '82      
Robyn M Lowe '77           
David J Malley '02         
Michael Masciangelo '99    

If you have any information about these alumni who have been “lost” in our records, please contact Alumni Engagement at 717-872-3352 so that we may update our records and be sure to include everyone in the Student Senate 100th Anniversary Reunion.